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1: INTRODUCTION
WHY DOES TYLDESLEY NEED A TOWN DESIGN GUIDE?

Introduction

This guide is designed to inspire the continued sensitive development of Elliott Street.
Tyldesley’s high street is a key asset, providing much needed services to the local
community. Healthy and diverse high streets are the fabric of many small towns
and villages that support and sustain our lives and are key to a thriving community.
A flourishing high street with modern mixed retail businesses is a place for social
interaction and a good indicator of a community’s financial health and well-being.
The shop frontage by its very nature, whether it be stand alone or lining a high street
such as in Tyldesley, contributes to a town’s dynamic character and ‘sense of place’.
Through good design, the high street creates the unique distinct character of that town,
representative of the community and desirable as a destination to visitors from wider
afield. A well-designed shop front should enhance the appearance of a building and
street and improve the financial viability and success of that business.
As a commuter town with close proximity to Wigan and Leigh town centres and the twin
cities of Manchester and Salford, Tyldesley now finds itself in competition with these
much larger retail hubs as well as the ever expanding multinational supermarket sector
and the proximity to substantial elements out of town retailing, which all attract and
draw away much needed revenue from our central area.
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There has never been a more urgent time to address this decline with clear, purposeful
shared design. Tyldesley’s high street deserves quality shop fronts that will enhance
the local area, boost community and civic pride and draw visitors from a wider area in
search of a unique Tyldesley shopping experience.
Revitalising Tyldesley high street is not simply a matter of addressing shop frontages
in isolation. A supportive local environment conducive to creating a healthy responsive
high street and town centre must also be planned for to ensure that investment and
opportunity can grow and the potential of Tyldesley high street and town centre can
flourish.
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1: INTRODUCTION

Historic Images
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©Wigan & Leigh Archives Online https://archives.wigan.gov.uk/
©Tyldesley Heritage Trail http://tyldesleyheritagetrail.weebly.com/gallery.html
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1: INTRODUCTION

Brief History

Tyldesley is a historic industrial hilltop town in the Metropolitan Borough of Wigan in
Greater Manchester, England. It is located approximately 9 miles south-east of Wigan
and approximately 11 miles north-west of Manchester. Tyldesley’s main thoroughfare
(Elliott Street) was named in honor of General George Elliott, who commanded the
garrison during the Great Siege of Gibraltar, in the early 1780s. He was celebrated
for his successful defense of the fortress and decisive defeat of Spanish and French
attackers; and later became the first Baron Heathfield.
Known locally as Bongs (a corruption of the old French ‘Banques’), Tyldesley has a proud
history and has prospered as a result of the Industrial Revolution and the substantial
coal deposits underground. There are several buildings within the town centre which
stand out from their surroundings and are indicators of historic wealth and prosperity in
the area.
The decline of traditional industries changed the face of the town, with some historic
buildings falling out of active use or converted to alternative uses in order to meet
the needs of a changing town centre. Like many other small towns, Tyldesley is today
suffering from the double whammy of changes in shopping habits and economic
recession, which at one stage threatened its existence as a town centre.
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More recently, the COVID-19 pandemic has presented significant challenges to local
businesses. It is reassuring to note that almost all local traders have survived the
negative economic impact of the pandemic and it has also prompted some new
businesses to start trading on the high street, testament to the entrepreneurial spirit
and resilience of our community.
(See Appendix 6 for more about the history of Tyldesley).
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1: INTRODUCTION

A Heritage
Action Zone

TYLDESLEY TOWN CENTRE - A HERITAGE ACTION ZONE (HAZ)
Tyldesley town centre has been characterised as a historic town centre, and on 20th
December 1989 it was designated a Conservation Area (in 2008 the area was expanded
to include other significant and listed buildings). More recently, members of the local
community have come together with a vision for how the town could be transformed to
leave a legacy for future generations.
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This led to the formation of For Tyldesley Community Interest Company (For Tyldesley
CIC), a not-for-profit company set up in December 2019 to promote urban regeneration
initiatives and activities within the Conservation Area of Tyldesley. For Tyldesley CIC
secured a £1.5 million grant from Historic England to invest over three years in buildings
on the high street and in a range of community engagement activities and cultural
events to celebrate the heritage and culture of Tyldesley. Tyldesley town centre is one
of over 60 High Streets Heritage Action Zones, part of the broader Heritage Action Zone
(HAZ) programme. Tyldesley and Hastings HAZ are the only two projects in this round of
funding to be led by the community rather than a local authority.
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1: INTRODUCTION

IN MEMORIAM

Paul Kinsella (20/09/1965 – 13/04/2020)

In Memoriam

One of the members of the local community, instrumental in encouraging people to engage
with Tyldesley’s HAZ scheme, was Paul Kinsella, who sadly passed away in April 2020.
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Born and bred in Tyldesley, Paul was well connected to the community and never strayed far
from his roots. He had always worked in the construction industry and proudly worked on a
number of bespoke heritage initiatives, redevelopment projects and new build schemes across
the UK. Paul, like everyone else, had watched Tyldesley deteriorate over the last 20 years and
was fondly recalling his formative years and lamenting Tyldesley’s demise over a pint in the
Hop & Hazelwood one Sunday afternoon. Clearly Paul was passionate about the town and
wanted it to thrive again. The seeds of a plan were formed. It was Paul’s enthusiasm and
background in construction that gave me the confidence to approach the Historic England
Heritage High Street Fund. Paul was involved in encouraging local traders and landlords to
get involved and enjoyed meeting with people to share his vision of how we could transform
the town and leave a legacy for future generations.
Although Paul will sadly not see his vision for Tyldesley become a reality, we will work hard to
deliver his plans with the same passion and pride he had for Tyldesley.
I hope we make you proud buddy. RIP
Ian Tomlinson, August 2020
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1: INTRODUCTION

Community
Consultation
COMMUNITY CONSULTATION

For Tyldesley CIC is proud to have the local community and young people at the heart
of the scheme. A community consultation was undertaken in autumn 2020 and spring
2021 to ensure that the project is informed by the views of Tyldesley’s residents
and traders. Despite the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, For Tyldesley CIC’s
Community Engagement Manager, Ian Tomlinson worked tirelessly to collect responses
to three questionnaires – one from shopkeepers, another from residents and the third
from young people. We were delighted with the high response rate, with an impressive
895 responses altogether across the three groups. We would like to thank the local
community for engaging so enthusiastically with this process.
Halsall Lloyd
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1: INTRODUCTION

Early Projects

EARLY PROJECTS

At the time of writing (summer 2021), a number of projects have already been
implemented or begun to bring about improvements in the street scene and repair
structural damage to buildings in the HAZ.

MARKLANDS BUILDING

Marklands Building has had a chequered history since being built in 1882. The first
controversy of course is its name – ‘Marklands’. This seems again to be a corruption from
the original, perhaps due to the local vernacular and dialect.
The Buildings (which later incorporated 11 Stanley Street) were built in 1882 by R.L.
Martland, and were still referred to by Leigh Journal as ‘Martlands Building’ in 1989.
The original plans were for shops with accommodation above. They have enjoyed a
controversial existence since then. When Martland first applied for planning permission
in July 1881 for five shops with accommodation, it was discovered his plan contravened a
by-law which prevented buildings higher than the road frontage width.

Halsall Lloyd
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The current leaseholder, WUKPG Holdings, has recently taken over this building and
rebuilt the damaged facades to both the Elliott Street and Stanley Street elevations.
Planning permission has been granted to replicate the shop fronts based on images from
c1950s, when it was known as Ridings Store. The contractors hope to complete their
works by October 2021.

ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS
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1: INTRODUCTION

Early Projects

SATNAM’S OLD CELLAR 5 BUILDING

The former Cellar 5 and Bargain Booze building in Tyldesley was the first project to
be funded by Historic England in the HAZ. The original intention was to provide a
traditional shop front and repair the sliding sash windows on the upper floor while the
owner concentrated on his own internal refurbishment to the shop and flat above.
It soon became clear to the owner that the building was becoming unstable. Historic
England and the For Tyldesley Project Board agreed to part fund some of the structural
repairs needed to save the building from further deterioration. This work has now been
completed and planning permission has been granted to begin phase II – installing a
traditional shop front for the owner.
The building has housed many businesses over the last couple of centuries. Its date
of construction does not seem to be known to local historians, and a search of local
archives may be needed to give precise information. It probably dates from the
1820s/1830s. Manley House, a more prominent Georgian building a few steps away at
number 138, dates from 1825.
In the 1885 Trade Directory of Leigh and District, Henry Martin is listed as a grocer at
146 Elliott Street, but little else is known of him or his family.

Halsall Lloyd
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As the grocery business changed and consolidated during the 20th century, small
independent shops found it increasingly difficult to compete and survive, and chains
began to appear.
Many local people can still
stretch their memories back
to early post-war days and
there are fond recollections
of a couple of such chains George Mason’s and
The Maypole Dairy, who both
traded around the same time
on opposite sides of
Elliott Street.
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1: INTRODUCTION

Early Projects

FRANKS CAFÉ

This much loved and lamented building is also included in the HAZ project. The
elevations on both Elliott Street and Lime Street will be transformed to reflect the
historic details from when it was known as Melias. The rendering will be renewed
with great care taken to save the prominent ‘CAFÉ’ painted sign and the remnants of
traditional sign writing visible in some of the older layers of paint, which have been
recently revealed. The upper floor will also see the window openings narrowed on the
Elliott Street elevation to accommodate traditional sliding sash double glazed units, to
reinstate those seen in historic photographs. Minor roof and chimney repairs will finish
the restoration, ready to welcome the community back inside.
The chip shop operated at 30 Lime Street from around 1850 until it was moved to its
present corner location in 1945. Frank Goodwin then opened Frank’s Café. He managed
it for 10 years until another well-known local character took over, Frank Glover. This
Frank retired in 1967 and rented the premises out until 1978, when Mike Norris bought
the business.
Mike and his wife restored it to a retro 1950s café with period seating acquired from
Victoria Railway Station in Manchester. Mike is related to the Tyldesley family, an older
member of which, John Tyldesley, had a hosiery shop on the corner of Lime Street and
Elliott Street at the turn of the 20th century. Next door was John Taylor’s off license and
pet shop (on the left). This building, now the Half Moon public house, and structurally
little altered from when it was built, is now billed as Tyldesley’s oldest building. The bar
was made from the shop’s original counters.

Halsall Lloyd
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Prior to World War II, Franks was a delicatessen
owned by Melias, a national chain of some 350
shops. The name ‘Melias’ is extant in mosaic form
in the doorway, under the current tiled floor
which we hope to reveal and restore.
The building that will become the HAZ office for the
duration of the HAZ (until March 2024) was latterly
used as a charity shop to raise money for the
continuation of Tyldesley Carnival.
We are looking forward to seeing many more high
street refurbishments to build on the
achievements above.
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1: INTRODUCTION

Thank you
THANK YOU

For Tyldesley CIC is grateful for the support received from our partners, including
Wigan Council, Tyldesley and District Historical Society, local schools, Tyldesley Traders
Association, local community groups and volunteers, Young People’s Voice, Manchester
University Business School, and Greater Manchester Growth Hub.
Once again, we would like to thank the local community for engaging so enthusiastically
with this project.
Thank you to Andy Daly, Iain Hodcroft and Mike Norris for their contributions to this
introductory section.
Halsall Lloyd
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Finally, we would like to thank Historic England for its ongoing support in helping our
community to transform Tyldesley’s Conservation Area.
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Introduction
and Impact of
COVID-19

Consultation on all levels has been core to the process
of understanding the issues at hand. The successful
engagement process has helped build support, providing
the community of Tyldesley with an uncensored voice,
enabling the main issues, topics and priorities to be
established for consideration. Due to the national and
local COVID-19 restriction enforced over the last year
limiting social interaction on a face-to-face basis, this
engagement process moved online, with the preparation
and distribution of online questionnaires. For Tyldesley
would like to thank the local community for their
resilience and willingness to participate by completing
the questionnaire and offering constructive views and
opinions about improving the town centre shopping
experience. The overall response has been outstanding

Three questionnaires as shown below, were prepared and
distributed via the For Tyldesley Facebook page, utilising a
QR link code.

QUESTIONNAIRE 1:
SHOP OWNERS/RETAILERS

QUESTIONNAIRE 2:
LOCAL RESIDENT

Returned responses:
Local resident questionnaire			
Shopkeeper questionnaire		

		

531
41

Youth questionnaire					323
Total number of responses			

895

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership

QUESTIONNAIRE 3: YOUTH

ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

The questionnaires have enabled local knowledge,
opinions and ideas to be collected, providing a rich source
of information which will also provide the
basis for future decision making and funding bids
to facilitate the improvement and rejuvenation of
Tyldesley high street as a valuable essential
resource for the local community.

A summary of each questionnaire
is detailed over the following pages.
(For a comprehensive record of all
results and comments collected see Appendix 1)
NOTE: All questionnaire comments collected and transferred
to this document are unedited.
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Shopkeeper
Responses

SUMMARY OF SHOPKEEPER RESPONSES:

It is encouraging to note that 100% of those questioned
Overall, 41 responses were collected from local businesses felt that improving the high street and shop fronts would
along Tyldesley high street, comprising 68.3% - tenants and have a positive impact on overall footfall.
31.7% - owners.
Out of the 41 returned questionnaires 60% believed that
the busway had improved overall footfall on the high street
with the potential of increased shoppers visiting Tyldesley
high street. 100% of those questioned would be interested
in finding out about available grants for improvements to
shop fronts.

From the data and responses collected, 58.5% of those
asked, believe that Elliott and Stanley Street offer a good
shopping experience. A large majority 82.9% believe that
the current shopping experience is not representative of
Tyldesley’s unique historical character and as a result, high
street shops should be redesigned and refurbished.

spce

Halsall Lloyd
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Options for improvement outlined within the questionnaire
received consistent support, with the most popular being
‘remodelling of the front fascia and panelling’. Areas that
were missing from the high street followed a similar even
spread of opinion, with particular support for additional
parking. A lot of supporting statements from shop owners
(See Appendix 1) related to lack of shared communal
outdoor space with seating, promoting a café culture.
Better use of the Market Square as a place to meet and
congregate was also suggested. Overall the lack of identity
was a strong running theme through the responses
collected.
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

SUMMARY OF RESIDENT RESPONSES:

An impressive 531 responses were collected from
residents interested in participating and expressing their
views. Of those questioned, 92% indicated that their
shopping needs were not being met by Tyldesley high
street.

Resident
Responses

87% also felt that the history and unique character of
Tyldesley was not being represented. The survey recorded
that the most utilised services, in order of popularity, were
medical/pharmacy, post office and banking, food and
finally pubs and restaurants.

Comments suggested a need for a more diverse selection
of food shops, offering affordable quality local produce.
Visits to the high street during the evening were limited to
52.2% . The most popular shops/services visited included:
•
•
•
•

Pubs/wine bars
Restaurant/bistros
Takeaways
Chemists

Reasons for not wishing to visit the centre were varied.
Here is a selection of the opinions expressed:
“Not enough lighting, crowds of youth, does not feel safe.”
“Far too many takeaways.”
“Looks scruffy, shutters and shop fronts look a mess.”
“Feels unsafe.”

Halsall Lloyd
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When asked what shops and facilities were missing or
lacking, the more popular answers included:
• Butchers
• Fishmongers
• Greengrocers
• Banking/cash machine
• Bakery
• Clothing shops
• Coffee shop
• Restaurants/bistro

“LIKE – couple of decent restaurants, pub I go into is fine.
DISLIKE - It can be a pretty grim looking place, not
welcoming, intimidating.”
“All the shutters and nothing but takeaways”
“Its local and friendly”
“Lighting could be better.”
“Speeding cars.”
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

A comprehensive 97% agreed that shop fronts needed
improvement with signage lighting and canopy/awnings
selected as areas for particular improvement.

Resident
Responses

When asked what additional changes could be
implemented not previously provided, comments were
again focussed on establishing identity and celebrating
the heritage of the area. Some comments submitted are
expressed below:
Additional suggestions included:
“Nice aesthetic that shows the heritage of Tyldesley.”

Halsall Lloyd
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The comments returned by local residents suggest that
the community would be responsive to change and
are aware of the ongoing issues affecting the area and
possible solutions to increase activity. When asked if more
outdoor seating and parking should be provided, over
400 supported this improvement with 350 supporting
additional parking.

“Winder pavements, more greenery”

“Weekly food market with music and entertainment.
Look at Altrincham market.”

“I would like to see the history of the buildings in Tyldesley
protected and celebrated somehow, without making it all new
and perfect”

“Improve pedestrian facilities and access.”

“More family friendly”

“Widen pavements for outdoor dining.”
“Do away with roller shutters, install security glass instead.
Increase CCTV for piece of mind”.

“There should be use of the square. Some nice cafés
or bars situated around it with some outdoor tables
and seating would make it more sociable and a
welcoming space”

“Move Greenery (window baskets, small trees in wider areas)”

“Traffic free zone and an area where you can socialise”

“Make it more pedestrianised, more green space.”

“Move community space and activities”

“Pedestrianise Elliott Street”

“Consistency in use of heritage street furniture e.g. bollards”

“Outdoor seating areas”

“Somewhere for teenagers to go”

“Cycle lanes – traffic free”

“Make more of the church and cenotaph, shops and
pavement should all be in-keeping with a particular style”

“Market Square with tables and chairs for meeting up
and chatting either independent or part of a restaurant/
businesses”
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

SUMMARY OF YOUTH RESPONSES:

The youth questionnaire produced 323 responses.
Individuals were asked to rate Tyldesley as either hot,
not or unsure. This questionnaire produced the following
results:

A full range of shops were visited along the high street
confirming that shops and services are also valued by the
younger demographic within the area. A total of 57.5%
regarded the market square as hot with 21.1% rating it as
not and 21.4% unsure.

Youth
Responses
It is clear from the responses collected that the younger
members of the community have a different agenda.
When asked to state what was important along Tyldesley
high street, a considered selection of responses were
submitted as expressed below:
“It looks a bit scruffy; I’d like it to look smarter
and cleaner”

Halsall Lloyd
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A selection of comments regarding the high street are
expressed below:
“Looks boring”
“It’s a blank boring space”

“There could be more trees and a little bit bigger
pavements”

“The market square should be enclosed with
more trees and more seating/benches”

“Needs more youth shops”

“Needs to be used more”

“It doesn’t look very appealing and there are no buildings
that look nice. I would like to see more flowers and
decoration outside the buildings”

“I think a mini statue or something significant
on the market square would make it look a lot better”

“More kid friendly shops, or places to visit”
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

The Pocket Park located at the end of Elliott Street was
regarded as hot by 28.8% with 44% rating it as not
and a further 27.2% as unsure.

Out of 302 responses to Question 9, 60.3% favoured
flowers, 27.5% for bins and 12.3% for shelter as ideas to be
incorporated into the Pocket Park.

A selection of comments regarding the Pocket Park are
expressed below:

When asked to rate street art and sculpture, from the 316
completed answers, 62% regarded it as hot, 22.2% as not
and 15.8% as unsure.

Youth
Responses

“Its nice and simple”
“A nice area, maybe make better use of it in terms
of adding benches”
“Don’t know if we are allowed on it”
“The isn’t much there anymore, so boring”
“I think you should make it more noticeable and add
benches”
Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
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When asked what should be within the Pocket Park,
suggestions varied:
“Structure to signify Tyldesley”
“Some benches and flowers”

Question 10, which asked for opinions on an outdoor
youth shelter also yielded 317 responses – 49.2 for hot,
24.6% for not and 26.2% as ‘unsure’.

“Park stuff, like swing and slide”
“Playground”
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

Question 10, a selection of comments regarding this
question are expressed below:
“There should be a community centre within the area”
“A good place for kids to hang out”
“Nice that there are places for the youth to meet at”

Youth
Responses

“They look kind of cool I guess, but maybe a bit of
greenery around them”
“I think it is good for rainy days”
“A shelter with art but not graffiti”
Question 11 asked for opinion on sculptures and seating.
The following responses were collected; 73.1% hot, 11.2%
not and 15.7% as unsure, confirming that the youth of
Tyldesley would be supportive of new sculpture and
additional seating within the town centre.

OVERALL SUMMARY:

The high level of participation in completing the
questionnaires clearly confirmed local interest and
support for Tyldesley high street and the community’s
commitment to a collaborative approach in reversing the
decline. All the results collected from each questionnaire
demonstrate a collective appreciation that change can
facilitate a sustainable high street that will meet the future
changing needs and aspirations of the local and wider
community.
A number of themes and specific areas to be addressed
include:
• Shop frontages – re-establishing and building
on Tyldesley’s heritage and Conservation Area.
Implementing a guide for refurbishing shop fronts can
re-establish a civic pride, creating a progressive unified
high street, responding to its unique heritage.
• Reviewing pedestrian and traffic flow within the town
centre. Is the existing traffic plan conducive to a
pleasurable safe shopping experience?
• A review of the external environment to ensure that it
supports and responds to shopping needs, celebrating
the heritage of the town.

Halsall Lloyd
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Question 12, aimed to establish what shops and services
were currently missing on the high street. The three top
answers collated were:
Sweet/Toy shop – 180 supportive replies
Games store – 171 supportive replies
Youth shop /café – 151 supportive replies.

• Creating an inclusive environment welcoming to
all ages and disabilities within the community by
promoting accessibility through good design.
• Introducing a greener approach to the external
environment by introducing selective tree planting to
promote a healthier environment.
• Expand on Tyldesley’s unique character through the
introduction of art and sculpture to create identity,
celebrating Tyldesley’s unique heritage.

A full comprehensive record of all collated answers and
opinions/statements gathered for all three questionnaires
are detailed within Appendix 1.
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Buzz Words

Butchers

Youth Cafe

CLOTHES SHOP

Welcoming

GAMES STORE
Modernisation

FISH MONGERS

Music Store

Fresh food

Identity

Toy Shop
Safe

ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

Bank

Restaurant

HERITAGE

Shoe shop

Pop-up

Gadgets Shop
Crafts

Security
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Deli

Cash machine

FRESH

Coffee Shop

Aesthetic

History

GREENGROCERS

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership

QUALITY

Diversity

Bistro

Tech Shop
Accessible

Gym

Food Market

Artisan

Story

Organic

Sweet Shop
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Student
Engagement
Fred Longworth
High School
Ensuring that young people’s voices are represented, is a fundamental part of the
engagement process. Besides the youth questionnaire, a series of collaborative
school workshops were conducted in partnership with Fred Longworth High School
to understand how local pupils regard and use the high street, shops and town
centre in general. Through an immersive visual exploration process, led by reShaped,
the children were guided and encouraged to explore all aspects of the town centre,
providing a vision as to how they would improve and address existing issues and
improve the town centre for the future.
Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Memory Models
by Year 9 Fred
Longworth High
School

MEMORY MODELS
Students in year 9 at Fred Longworth High School were asked to make a model of
Tyldesley high street. Our conversations with them, when they were making the
models, suggested that:
• They are very familiar with Tyldesley high street and walk along it every day to
and from school. They know the names of the buildings and why the Marklands
building needed to be rebuilt;
• There was not a unified sense of Tyldesley high street’s extents. 30% of the groups
built a model of the entire high street. The other 70% of the groups focused on
specific areas of the high street that they visited;
• The identity of the high street revolved around highway form, landmarks such as
the Marklands building and churches, tree numbers, surfacing/grass, benches and
the shops that they used, including pet shops, pharmacy and take-aways. They
perceived the shops as products rather than brands apart from Heron Foods,
B&M and McDonalds. 30% of the groups saw the high street as being a diverse
mix of land uses, including housing, St. George’s School and the guided busway;

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

• Market Square and Ponky’s Park have a clear sense of place. The models built of
these areas were accurate in layout, relative scale and vegetation, and it was easy
to identify the location and individual buildings without labels. They had a detailed
knowledge of these two areas including the number of trees, benches, and had
reasoned opinions on what they did and didn’t like about them;
• Market Square design was disliked as the trees looked dead and the benches
uncomfortable. They did however, like Heron Foods as it had bright signage and
sold sweets; and
• Ponky’s Park was liked due to the flowers and grass
but they thought it had a lot more potential for dogs,
children’s play and nature. They disliked the railings.
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Memory Models
by Year 9 Fred
Longworth High
School

1. High street

2. High street

3. Market Square, Marklands Building
and Top Chapel Day Nursery

4. Market Square

5. Entire high street and guided busway

6. Guided busway and high street

7. Entire high street and guided busway

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

8. Market Square

9. Ponky’s Park, St. Georges and Market Square
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Mood Boards
by Year 9 Fred
Longworth High
School

TYLDESLEY HIGH STREET MOOD BOARDS

Year 9 students from Fred Longworth High School were asked to create a mood board
showing their ideas for Tyldesley high street.

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Mood Boards
by Year 9 Fred
Longworth
High School

Shop displays

Shop displays
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Mood Boards
by Year 9 Fred
Longworth High
School
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
WORDCLOUD

Wordcloud
by Year 9 Fred
Longworth High
School

This analysis and our conversations with year 9 when they were making the mood
boards suggests what they want future development of their high street to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modern
Bold
Colourful
Fun
Friendly
Active
Healthy
Inclusive and
Encourage nature and wildlife.

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
The Future
by Year 9 Fred
Longworth High
School

FUTURE OF TYLDESLEY HIGH STREET
The proposals within this report have been reviewed in the light of the young people’s
ideas and suggestions are that Tyldesley high street should be developed and detailed
to reinforce and create:
• A defined sense of place and identity that is uniquely Tyldesley from the guided
busway to Ponky’s Park;
• High-quality built environment full of artworks, architectural lighting, flowers, colour
and fun, whilst respecting the heritage setting;
• Inclusive places for people of all ages to live, gather, sit and meet their neighbours;
• Inclusive pedestrian and cyclist friendly environment, with wider pavements,
outdoor café/restaurant seating, tree planting (including edibles) and pavement
games;
• Play opportunities for young children;

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

• Active programme of events curated by young people including car-free days, family
activities, dog trails and dancing;
• Opportunities for nature incorporated into building fabric (including bird bricks),
public realm and Ponky’s Park; and
• A diverse, dog-friendly retail and catering offer that meets the needs and wants of
young people (ideas included modern cafés, sweet shop, games, bakery, fruit and veg
stalls and market).
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2: COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

RESULTS
The following are the suggestions made by the pupils of Fred Longworth High School to help improve
the high street and town centre.
PLACE FOR PEOPLE

The Results
by Year 9 Fred
Longworth High
School

• Dog friendly

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
24

• Colourful graffiti/colour paving

19

• Wheelchair friendly					13

• Colourful lighting						19

• Family friendly/young children			

12

• Colourful building						18

• Elderly friendly						 6

• Art									18

• Young people							 5

• Pedestrian street (no cars)

10

• Water feature/fountain					 9
ACTIVITIES/EVENTS
• Bike/scooter/skateboard

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

• Informal seating						 9
14

• Outdoor cafe seating					

8

• Dancing in street						 7

• Seating								 5

• Basketball/sports/play					 6

• Paving detail

SHOPS

4

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

• Café									 9

• Colourful flowers

• Market								 5

• Trees									16

• Outdoor café

7

• Wildlife/nature						11

							 3

• Fruit trees							 3

• Cat café

30

• Sweet shop							 3
• Bakery								 2
• Games shop							 1
• Range of shops

1
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3: CREATING A
HEALTHY HIGH
STREET
Introduction

The existing high street, made up of Elliott Street and Stanley Street, forms an important
part of Tyldesley town centre. Although a design guide for shop fronts will help establish
and build upon Tyldesley’s unique character and heritage, this should not be viewed in
isolation as being a guaranteed route to sustainability.
A healthy, responsive high street and town centre are linked and must embrace
changes, responding to the evolving needs and aspirations of the community
and wider area.
Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS
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3: CREATING A
HEALTHY HIGH
STREET
What Makes a
Thriving High
Street?

INCLUSIVE to all people, ages and
ability. Friendly promoting
interaction.

CLEAR SENSE OF
IDENTITY that is unique to
Tyldesley.

RESPONSIVE to new
technologies and trends.

LEGIBILITY easy to navigate
footways, cycle routes and
road crossings.

PLACES to
stop and rest.

Creating a healthy, responsive
high street & town centre
Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

SAFETY promote a safe, secure
experience both day and night.
Good lighting.

REDUCE traffic noise and
pollution.

ENJOY a wider
experience in addition
to retail.
HIGH QUALITY
PUBLIC REALM that is
colourful, fun and provided
opportunities for play, to
experience nature, events
and community
to come together.

ACCESSIBLE by foot, cycle,
wheelchair
and car.
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4: SITE ANALYSIS

N

M66

ROCHDALE
BURY

M61

Context Map
WIGAN

TYLDESLEY

M602

MANCHESTER
M58

ST. HELENS

M62
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STOCKPORT
WARRINGTON

M56

WIDNES
M6

Map data ©2019 Google
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Approximate Tyldesley central population:
Location:								
Commuter distance: 					
									

16,640
Borough of Wigan (Metropolitan County of Greater Manchester)
Tyldesley to central Manchester - 11.1 miles
Tyldesley to central Wigan - 		
8.6 miles
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4: SITE ANALYSIS
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4: SITE ANALYSIS
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1

Drain

Grundys Buildings

29

Sports Facility
Path (um)

31

KEY TO LANDMARK BUILDINGS WITHIN THE CONSERVATION AREA

 Market Square - meeting point
 Top Chapel (Grade II listed)
 2 Chapel Street (non-designated heritage asset)
 Stanley Street/Shuttle Street properties
 165 Elliott Street (DG Opticians)

ASTLEY STREET

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2021 Ordnance Survey 100019578

Gas Gov

3
1

Astley
Document
Path: W:\MXD files\Jan\Tyldesley HAZ.mxd
Street

 Cellar 5
 Number 138 and attached wing (Grade II listed)
 151 Elliott Street (Grade II listed)
 112 and 114 Elliott Street
 119 and 121 Elliott Street and 32 Lime Street
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4: SITE ANALYSIS: EXISTING STREET VIEWS - NORTH
HAZ offices

Frank’s Cafe

Public house

Model shop

Hardware

Charity shop

Empty

Bathrooms

Fast food

Taxis

Public house

Printing

Chemist

Flower shop

Craft

Photography

Tattoo

NHS surgery

Off license
Chemist

Old bank
(Listed Grade II building)
Catering

Barbers

Post office

Food retail supermarket

Opticians

Betting shop

New retail under construction

Clothing

Chemist

Haberdashery

Card shop

Pet food

Market Square

Residential

Beauty

Betting shop

Beauty

Residential

Residential

Haberdashery

Book shop

Lighting

Pub

Insurance

Dentist
Betting shop

Residential

Estate agents

Cafe

Accountants

Vacant

Residential
Residential

Glazing
Vacant

Bathroom showroom

Images taken by
Mojo Architects 2019
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4: SITE ANALYSIS: EXISTING STREET VIEWS - SOUTH
Picture framers

Dog
grooming

Dojo

Funeral
Directors

Charity

Town Hall

Furnishings

Fitness/dance

Vacant

Beauty
Restaurant

Fast food
Vacant

Health and wellbeing

Listed building
residential

Opticians

Newsagents

Residential

Charity

Fast food

Vacant

Newsagents
Restaurant

Residential

Residential

Flooring

Pub
Cycles

Hairdressers

Vets

Fast food

Chiropodist

Fast food
Solicitors

Fast food

Deli

Restaurant
Wine Bar

Financial
advisor

Bistro

Fast food

Wine bar
Solicitors

Barbers

Fast food

Accountants
Estate agents

Vacant
Barbers

Estate agents Vape shop

Laundry

Barbers

Off License
Restaurant

Electrical gaming

Images taken by
Mojo Architects 2019
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5: DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
FOR SHOP
FRONTS

Introduction

Over a period of decades, Tyldesley high street and Conservation Area has evolved,
with many of the shop fronts undergoing low standard refurbishment with poor quality
unsuitable materials, which have resulted in a lack of consistency and cohesion. To
ensure sustainability of the Conservation Area, selection of appropriate materials
should be carefully considered in all small or large scale changes. Wigan Conservation
and Planning Department can assist and provide guidance in this area to ensure their
integrity of the Conservation Area is retained.
The following images aim to identify some of the issues and problems that have arisen
as a resulting lack of structure, guidance and design planning.
Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS
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5: DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
FOR SHOP
FRONTS

The brickwork has been
replaced with glazed
unit: Georgian windows
removed (top heavy
appearance)

Inappropriate
render

External roller shutter
box projects onto street,
dominating the signage

Signage placed at different
levels from adjacent units

Glazed panel wall to
upper level has random
proportioning and no
reference to street-scene white UPVC over dominant

Poorly Designed
Shop Front

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

Map data ©2019 Google
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Lack of definition to
edges of shop front no pilasters

Blank metal roller shutter
oppressive and uninviting
- deters evening trade and
night time economy, missed
sales opportunity/display

Random street bollard
possible visual hazard
Accessibility issue
created with step
at entrance

Modern UPVC shop
front lacks proportion
and scale

Sign secured
to roller shutter
< Back to contents

5: DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
FOR SHOP
FRONTS

FASCIA:

The top portion of the shop front
usually incorporating the signage.

CORNICE:

Creates horizontal separation
between
shop front and
upper floors.

Components
of a Shop Front

TRANSOM BAR:

Creates horizontal separation
within the glazing panel.

CORBEL/CONSOLE
BRACKET:

Supporting the cornice they
are usually located at top of
the pilaster.

PILASTER:

Located on either side of the
shop front providing separation
between each shop. They can be
topped with a capital, console or
combination of both.

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

*Timber is the preferred material
of choice as it is robust and flexible,
suited to recreation of a period style
- treated, preserved and painted it
can last up to 60 years with minimal
maintenance.

STALL RISER:

This forms the base of the shop. Provide a
degree of protection from physical damage - (in
Tyldesley commonly masonry construction with
external render or cladding over)

DOORWAY/ENTRANCE:

Allow for disabled access door width.
Eliminate level changes with ramp and
recessed entrance if this
can be achievable.

** Provide cast iron rainwater gutters
and down pipes sized to mitigate
increased rainfall levels as a result of
climate change
*** See Section 8 ‘Design Guidance
for Shop Fronts’ for more information
about the elements that form a
traditional shop front.
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5: DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
FOR SHOP
FRONTS

Timber holding box sized appropriately
(to be integrated within overall facade design.
Projections should be minimised)
Timber fascia lath
Cover in canvas, acrylic or PVC

Blinds and
Awnings

Match valance (optional)
Steel blind/awning arms, shaped to suit
Steel slides for height adjustment
Slide arm locking pin
Safety chains

Open awning

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

Closed awning
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5: DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
FOR SHOP
FRONTS

Roller Shutters
and Security
Railings

Unsightly external
roller shutter box
exposed, blank
shutter
unsightly

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

Internal grill roller shutter maximising
display illuminated during
the evenings

When in closed
position no view
into shop deterring
evening trade
due to oppressive
nature

✔

Traditional shop
front with external
metal security bars

✘

✔

Merchandise
on display

✔
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5: DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
FOR SHOP
FRONTS

GEORGIAN

VICTORIAN

MODERN

Heritage Colour
Palettes and
Symbols

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

HISTORY:

English laws required that every craftsman or tradesman exhibit a sign that presented the products and services
provided. The symbols employed varied greatly, but were effective nonetheless: a Bible symbolised a bookseller,
a key symbolised a locksmith, a shoe was the symbol for shoemakers, while apothecaries were easily identified
by their mortar and pestle sign. These signs were made of common, everyday materials: wood, wrought iron and
other metals, but also porcelain and textiles. Many of them were quite artistic, the drawings were complex, the
colours were vibrant and some even featured humorous situations. Typically, shops decorated in the Victorian
era used strong, deep colour schemes such as blues, greens, reds and yellows. These colours are completely
appropriate for Tyldesley but there is an opportunity to introduce modern variations of these colours to give a
vibrant, unique character.

©The Graphic Fairy
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5: DESIGN
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FOR SHOP
FRONTS

The Tyldesley
Colour Palette
146-144 Elliot Street

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership

172-168 Elliot Street
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127-131 Elliot Street
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FRONTS

Hanging and
Projecting
Signage
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6: SHOP FRONT
IDEAS
Introduction

The following pages show elevational sketches of existing shop front façades along
Tyldesley high street together with draft illustrations of how it could be if the shop front
design principles were adopted.
Careful consideration should be given to the choice of materials for all alterations and
refurbishment works to the shop front. Eco-friendly materials from sustainable recycled
sources are preferred, this will reduce carbon foot print and help address climate
change.
Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS
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Timber door surround created
to add emphasis

Sash windows

225-231
Elliott Street

After

Formation of new shop
windows to maximise visual
opportunity and display

Period colour to
provide identity

New sign

UPVC windows replaced

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
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Lack of shop window
display

Before
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UPVC windows replaced

External white paint to
be removed/taken back
to brick

Clean brickwork

Timber sash
windows
reinstated

206
Elliott Street

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
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Remove roller shutter

Before

After

Re-establish traditional shop
front. Recessed entrance with
accessibility enhanced
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Timber sash
windows
reinstated

UPVC windows replaced

Re-establish window
proportions

212
Elliott Street

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
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Before

After

Establish suitable colour scheme
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Clean brickwork

Timber sash
windows
reinstated

146-144
Elliott Street

Re-establish traditional shop
front. Recessed entrance with
accessibility enhanced

After

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership

Carefully
remove render
and paint
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Before

Remove roller shutter
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Pilasters either side give
added importance to
entrance

Proposed signage
similar proportion with
neighbour

Timber sash
windows

127-131
Elliott Street

After

Heritage colour schemes create individuality
Remove roller shutter

External paint to be
removed/taken back to
brick

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
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Before
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Timber sash
windows

121 Elliott Street
30 Lime Street

After
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Before
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Timber sash
windows
reinstated

Reinstated timber
windows

119-121
Elliott Street

After

HAZ offices

Hidden retractable awning
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Before
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6: SHOP FRONT IDEAS

171 Elliott Street and 1-11 Stanley Street (Marklands Building)
Timber sash
windows
reinstated

After
Retractable awning (historical link to past)

Retractable awning
Upper level access

Upper level access

Individual colour schemes
creating identity

Before
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Clean reinstate
brickwork

Timber sash
windows
reinstated

172-168
Elliott Street

After

Remove render
and reinstate
brickwork

Individual colour schemes
creating identity
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Before
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7: MOVING
FORWARD
Introduction

In this section you will find useful contact information for obtaining additional advice
on grants and relevant support guides and standards are detailed. These will assist in
establishing viability of the project and moving preliminary design ideas forward.
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7: MOVING
FORWARD
Contact
Information

CONSULT WITH PLANNING
DEPARTMENT

Changes in the Conservation Area will require planning
approval or a formal application (Conservation Area)
e.g. signage, window, doors, security measures, lighting
Wigan Planning Dept: 01942 489144
www.wigan.gov.uk
Consult Wigan
Shop Front Design Guide.

BUILDING REGULATIONS

Consult to establish if formal application/
advice is required - possible areas may be
structural accessibility, fire issues
Wigan Building Control: 01942 489144
www.wigan.gov.uk for additional
information.

Moving your shop front design forward

Contacts for shop owners planning refurbishment to existing shop fronts
CONSULT WITH
NEIGHBOURING PROPERTIES

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership

Will changes affect them
(party wall considerations)?

ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

FUNDING

Contact For Tyldesley/HAZ office to seek advice
on eligibility and access to grants and funding
email: i.tomlinson@fortyldesley.co.uk
k.mitchell@fortyldesley.co.uk

SEEK GOOD DESIGN ADVICE

Architect, designer with heritage credentials to
ensure design is fit for purpose. Refer to design
guide recommendations for shop fronts.
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8: DESIGN
GUIDANCE
FOR SHOP
FRONTS

Components
of a Shop Front

WHAT IS THE COMPOSITION
OF A TRADITIONAL SHOP
FRONT?

The composition of a traditional shop front
will include:FASCIA – this top portion usually
incorporates the signage area
STALL-RISER – base to the front
PILASTERS – usually either side which form
a basic frame to the shop front.
By carefully exploring the use of these
elements along with the proportion of
the doorways, mullions and glazing bars,
a limitless number of variations can be
created, expressive and unique to each
shop front.

FASCIAS

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

The fascia area of the shop front is located
to the upper area of the frontage and
should be dominant visually. This area will
accommodate the hoarding bearing the
signage for the particular establishment. In
traditional heritage shop fronts this will be
composed of timber, potentially raked with
hand painted lettering/imagery.

The introduction of a canopy or awning
together with accommodation of security
screens and doors will be discussed later
in this document.

STALL-RISER

The stall-riser forms the base of the shop
front and will protect the lower level from
any conspicuous physical damage. It can
be constructed in a variety of ways utilising
timber or brickwork which is more common
in Tyldesley. The external finish can be
render, stone, tiles or a variety of other
claddings suitable for the heritage of this
Conservation Area. The stall-riser should not
be less than 400mm in height to maintain
security.
A cill will top the stall-riser and should be
designed and proportioned to provide a
robust base for the window and sloped to
shed rainwater away from stall-riser. To limit
projections, ensure that the cill sits behind
the front face of the pilasters which form the
‘book ends’ of the shop front.

PILASTERS

Pilasters can also be used as separational
elements to help divide larger shop front
The proportionality of the fascia is important windows into manageable sections and
proportions. Projecting proud of the shop
to the overall appearance and should be
front they are typically topped with a capital,
directly related to the other elements such
as the stall-riser and the pilasters to ensure console or a combination of the two. At the
base, the pilaster sits on top of the plinth.
balance. To ensure that the fascia does
Proportioning of the pilaster should be
not dominate the street profile, the depth
directly related to the other elements of the
should be limited to 400mm (depending
shop front to ensure all elements work as
on the scale of the building) to prevent the
one, and there is no dominance. Width of
overall appearance looking top heavy.
Wherever possible, the fascia should be kept pilasters usually range between
well below upper level window cills to create 150–250 mm and can be simple or
decorated with mouldings and fluting.
separation and minimise awkward flashing
junctions which could lead to the ingress of
water at a later date.

CORNICE

The cornice is usually constructed out
of timber, providing a horizontal line
separation between upper floors and the
shop front. It should be flashed with lead
which will provide a degree of weather
protection.

CORBELS

Supporting the cornice, the corbel or
console brackets are usually located at the
top of the pilasters at each end of the shop
front. They usually project above the fascia
by 15-30cm.

FENESTRATION AND
DOORWAYS

The fenestration (the arrangement of
windows in a building) of the shop front will
directly relate to the structural opening. An
emphasis on verticality within the glazing
is preferred which can be achieved with
the introduction of vertical and horizontal
mullions. Large individual single pane shop
fronts are not characteristic to a traditional
shop front. Historically larger panes are
more associated with the late 19th century/
early 20th century while the Victorian shop
front accommodated smaller multi panes of
glazing.
Doorway entrances into the shop can be
either flush with the shop front or recessed
providing a partially covered space on
entrance, which helps provide protection
to the user. Doors should be sized to allow
wheelchair access and steps avoided.
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ACCESSIBILITY

MATERIALS OLD V’s NEW

A successful high street will be fully inclusive
for all members of the community. Stepped
access should be avoided and doors should
be openable by a wheelchair user and sized
accordingly for ease of access.

Historically timber was much denser than
modern softwoods, so the use of hardwood
from sustainable sources is always
recommended.

New and existing refurbished shop fronts
should be designed to facilitate universal
access for all ages and disabilities. Further
advice can be provided by Wigan Building
Control and reviewing the Equality Act and
Building Regulations Part M (Vol 2).

In historically sensitive areas and for
listed buildings these principles should be
followed as far as possible, balanced with
the need to preserve the character of the
building.

KEY DESIGN DECISIONS:
Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

1: Avoid change in level. If it is
unavoidable consider a short ramp
(1:12 gradient max) but this should be
discussed with Planning and Building
Control before installation.
2: If step free access cannot be
provided, ensure the step is clearly
distinguishable and legible for all
users, ages and disabilities.
3: Internally allow for manoeuvrability
of a wheelchair in accordance with
Part M of the Building Regulations.

Some concern has been raised as to the
effectiveness of timber for use in the
refurbishment of shop fronts along the
high street. Concerns relate to its longevity
and effectiveness in terms of creating a
weatherproof robust barrier to wind and
rain.

Timber offers the opportunity to be creative
and is suited to recreating the authentic
period style of the original shop front. It
is both robust yet can be adapted on site.
When used with modern toughened glazing,
it aesthetically outperforms aluminium and
UPVC and for this reason is the preferred
material for shop fronts within Tyldesley
Conservation Area. Although some attention
is still required, including periodic repainting
or re-varnishing, by introducing these
minimal measures, its life expectancy can
greatly be improved to 60 years and beyond,
making it extremely cost effective for shop
front application.

Modern timber used for external purposes
such as windows, doors and façades is now
treated with preservatives to lengthen life,
reduce cracking and minimize maintenance.

4: Ensure the door entrance is
distinguishable within the facade. A
clear width of 1000mm with a 300mm
leading nib is required in line with Part
M of the Building Regulations.
5: Ensure the entranceway is well
illuminated and free from obstructions
(it is dangerous to obstruct the doorway
with signage/goods and can be
considered unlawful).
6: Wherever possible, utilise colour to
define the door entrance and handles
to assist the visually impaired and the
ageing eye.

300mm

1000mm
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COLOURS

A historically appropriate palette of colours
is recommended for Tyldesley shop fronts.
These include contemporary options and
there is flexibility to work with existing
branding and precedents, to retain local
identity, such as at Frank’s Cafe.

SCREENS AND SHUTTERS

Tyldesley high street currently reflects a
growing trend for a proliferation of security
roller shutters. While providing external
security for the shop owner during nonoperational hours of opening, the brutal
blank façade created when the roller
shutters are in place gives the impression
that there is higher crime and poor safety.
A feeling that the area may be a no go
place during the night time. While providing
a degree of safety and peace of mind, the
option of a viewable 24 hour display is lost
thereby reducing the advertising potential
of the shop front.
The success of a vibrant night time
economy is built on safety and confidence
both from the traders and the community
and which will establish local ownership
and pride. A successful town centre
economy should be multi layered and
appeal to a wide demographic, ensuring
sustainability long into the future.

SIGNS AND ADVERTISING GENERAL PRINCIPLES

The primary function of a shop front sign
is to attract the attention of customers
and advertise essential information, for
example the shop name, type of business,
street number and if required, the
business address.
As a general rule, signs will not normally
be permitted above fascia level. The size,
location, colour, design, style of lettering
and how it is illuminated all contribute to
the appearance of a shop and character
of a building. Historic pictures of Tyldesley
high street show that signage was often
incorporated within a retractable awning.
If designed well it can greatly enhance the
appearance of the building and can also
influence positively the trading success of a
shop.
The adoption of a repetitive design
approach may not be considered
appropriate for every building or street.
High street multiples should make every
effort to adopt.
Window stickers, poster displays and
illuminated box signs in shop windows
are often unsympathetic to the character
of a building or area and would generally
be discouraged. Window signs in upper
floors will only be permitted for businesses
operating solely on the upper floors.
The regulations covering advertising
and signs are often complex and can be
confusing. It is recommended if dealing
with signage that you check with the local
planning authority in the first instance to
ascertain what consents may be required.

FASCIA SIGNS

Generally, one fascia sign per shop would
be acceptable, as this is more effective
than a number of individual signs all
competing for attention.
As the fascia crowns the whole design of
the shop front, it should be in proportion
to others nearby as well as the building
on which it is located. Fascia signs should
ideally be located at a minimum of three
brick courses below the first floor window
cills and should not damage or cover any
existing architectural feature.
In situations where the shop occupies two
adjacent buildings, the signage should be
broken up and not cross the party wall.
Traditionally fascia signs were constructed
of wood with hand painted lettering. This
should be the case when designing or
restoring a traditional shop front. The
use of plastic will rarely be acceptable,
especially on listed buildings or significant
buildings within Conservation Areas.
Modern factory produced box signs
will rarely be supported unless sited on
modern buildings, provided they can be
appropriately integrated.
The provision of new or alteration of
existing signage should be discussed with
Wigan Planning Department to ensure that
the relevant applications and notices are
completed.
Please refer to Wigan Council’s Shop Front
Design Guide Supplementary Planning
Document accessed via the link below:
https://www.wigan.gov.uk/Docs/PDF/
Resident/Planning-and-Building-Control/
ShopFrontDesignGuide.pdf
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FASCIA SIGN LETTERING

The choice of lettering style used for
the fascia sign is critical to achieving an
attractive and enticing shop front. The
nature of the business and the character of
the building will often dictate this.
The content of signs should be kept to a
minimum; any lettering and/or graphics
should be in proportion to the dimensions
of the fascia board. Oversized letters (in
garish colours or materials) will not be
supported and should be avoided, as should
the repetition of a name on a single fascia.

No more than one hanging sign on each
elevation within a shop front will be
permitted and they should be located at
fascia level at one end of the fascia. In some
instances it may be appropriate to site a
hanging sign above the fascia level. This
will normally only be supported if it is to
avoid damage to, or covering up important
architectural features.
As a general rule the bottom edge of the
sign must be at least 2.6m above pavement
level and the outer edge should not be
within 1m of the kerb.

The most appropriate location for lettering
is on the fascia, however there are some
instances where lettering can successfully
be incorporated into the main window. This
should always be done carefully, paying
great attention to the style, colour and
size of any design in order to minimise the
impact on the character of the building and
shop front.

1m

Hanging
Sign

Hanging signs can add interest to the
frontage of the shop as well as help identify
a shop from a distance, however they are
not appropriate for all shop fronts or in all
locations within the district.
Hanging signs, and their supporting brackets
must be carefully thought out to ensure the
size, materials and detailing are appropriate
in terns of scale and design. Where brackets
already exist for hanging signs, these should
be reused if they are of an appropriate
design and suitable position. The design of
new brackets should be appropriate to the
shop front and kept relatively simple.

2.6m

ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

Box signs, whether illuminated or not, often
detract from the overall appearance of
shop fronts and can be over dominant in
the street scene. They can also damage or
cover up significant architectural detailing on
buildings, for this reason box signs will not
be permitted in Conservation Areas or on
listed buildings.
If a box sign is to be used on a modern
building, it should have minimum impact on
the design of the overall shop front. This can
be achieved by recessing the box behind the
fascia and ensuring lettering is flush with the
background panel.

NAMEPLATES

HANGING SIGNS

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership

BOX SIGNS

Road

Often where the upper floor of a shop is in
use by a separate business, there is a need
for a business nameplate to be located at
the street entrance.
The size of such plates should be of modest
proportion and not illuminated. If these are
to be located on a listed building, additional
consents may be required. It is advisable to
check with the local planning authority in
this instance.
Please refer to Wigan Council’s Shop Front
Design Guide Supplementary Planning
Document accessed via the link below:
https://www.wigan.gov.uk/Docs/PDF/
Resident/Planning-and-Building-Control/
ShopFrontDesignGuide.pdf

Pavement
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LIGHTING

As a general rule, most illuminated signs
will require advertisement consent. In
Conservation Areas and on listed buildings
all illuminated signs require advertisement
consent, but will generally be discouraged.
It is possible to successfully incorporate
lighting into a shop front design. Deciding
on the most appropriate method, design
and type of lighting will be key to ensuring
it is not detrimental to the character or
appearance of the building or area.
A warmer white light will be considered
more acceptable than a bright white/
blue or coloured light. (All proposals should
be discussed through with the Planning
Department).
Internally illuminated fascia box signs and
projecting signs are not in character with
most retail areas in the district and will not
be an acceptable form of illumination.

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
ARCHITEC TS & DESIGNERS

Where external lighting is proposed, it
should be discreet and minimal. The use of
intermittent light sources, moving features,
exposed cathode tubing or reflective
materials are not considered acceptable
lighting solutions.
External lighting may be appropriate by the
use of trough lights with a hood finish to
match the background colour of the fascia.
The use of large spotlights, swan-necks or
heavy canopy lights should be avoided.
It may be more appropriate in some
instances to consider the individual
illumination of letters through halo
background lighting. If this method is
proposed the sign fascia should not be
internally illuminated. For this method to be
supported, high quality design and materials
will be necessary.

In many locations within the district
illuminated signs are not considered
appropriate due to the location and
business opening hours.

BLINDS AND AWNINGS

Planning permission will be required to
install a shop blind or awning, particularly
if the awning includes advertising. Consult
with the local planning authority for further
The planning department can provide advice guidance.
and guidance regarding illuminated signage,
which will reduce the risk of abortive works.
The main purpose of a blind or awning
Illuminated window displays can have a
positive impact on the vitality and sense of
security within a shopping street. Carefully
illuminated window displays using discreet
light fittings rather than bare fluorescent
tubes can create an attractive streetscape
even outside of normal trading hours. It
should be noted that internally illuminated
signs within 1m of a shop window would
require advertisement consent.
A coordinated approach to lighting is
essential to ensure sufficient illumination to
sustain a vibrant but safe night time appeal,
facilitating a stronger night time economy.
Inappropriate illumination levels can create
nuisance for adjacent and nearby residents
and will be reviewed and judged appropriate
on a case by case basis.
Where lighting is regarded as appropriate,
careful consideration should be given to
location and luminance levels. Lighting
should be part of the overall design and
not added as an afterthought. Preferably
integrated within the façade, it will enhance
the overall shop front, sympathetically
enhancing the evening street and shopping
experience.

should be to provide protection from
the weather, not to act as a permanent
substitute for a fascia or projecting sign.
Where used, they should not detract from
the style of the shop front or from the
character of the building or street scene.
(Historical photographs of Tyldesley high street
demonstrate that retractable awnings were a
common feature and an addition to many local
shops).
Where existing traditional blinds/awnings
remain, we would encourage their retention
and repair. Blinds/awnings will generally
not be permitted above ground floor level
or over doors and should usually cover the
whole width of the shop front. Care should
be taken to ensure any blind/awning does
not obscure architectural features such as
pilasters.
New blinds or awnings must be retractable
and incorporated into the fascia.
All awnings and blinds will be required to
provide a vertical clearance of 2.3m from
the footpath and a horizontal clearance of
1m from the kerb edge. They should not
interfere with visibility of traffic signs or
signals.
In Conservation Areas and on listed
buildings, Dutch or balloon canopies or any
form of plastic canopy will not be permitted.
Canvas is the preferred material and colours
should match or be in keeping with the
fascia colours.
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Blind/awning lettering must be minimal and
should not dominate. The lettering style
should co-ordinate with the design of the
shop front as a whole, especially the fascia
sign.

SECURITY

Proposals for security should be considered
during the design stage and not as an
afterthought. Security measures should be
an integral part of the shop front design and
must endeavour to provide the least visually
intrusive measures.
It is important to recognise the need to
achieve a balance between the security
needs of any shop and owners whilst
responding to the wider environmental and
public interests.
Many security measures can have a
detrimental impact on the character or a
streetscape and can create unwelcoming,
‘dead’ frontages.
The following security measures should be
avoided and will not generally be supported
in a Conservation Area:

Halsall Lloyd
Partnership
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• External shuttering of any kind;
• Solid shutters that prevent visibility
into the shop outside operating hours;
• Horizontal slats that are at odds with a
shop front with a predominantly vertical
emphasis;
• Security housing that breaks up the
otherwise well-proportioned elements
of the frontage.

External solid roller shutters would not be
considered acceptable. The following are
recommended as alternatives:
• Security (laminated) glass that has
the capacity to remain intact even
when broken. Toughened glass or
architectural Perspex are similar
alternatives;
• Internal security grilles that can be
fitted discreetly behind the shop
window. These should be perforated
and designed to be in keeping with the
design of the shop front.
External collapsible gates or wrought iron
work can often be another alternative. If
proposed the following criteria should be
observed:
• The window display should still be easily
visible;
• Any associated mechanisms and
housing should be concealed behind
the external structure (i.e. behind the
fascia or recessed and flush with the shop
front);

Unobtrusive strengthening of the shop front
to protect against ram-raiding is possible
using elements of a traditional shop front.
It is relatively easy to provide a reinforced
stall-riser by introducing concrete or steel
behind the front facade. Steel can also be
introduced behind transoms and mullions to
provide additional strengthening.
Common security features located on the
front elevation of shops are fire and burglar
alarms. While essential, these can often be
unattractive and obtrusive if sited incorrectly.
Alarms are best incorporated on centrelines
between upper windows or within recessed
doorways and never sited on architectural
features such as corbels or pilasters as they
will detract from the overall appearance of
the shop front façade.
Please refer to Wigan Council’s Shop Front
Design Guide Supplementary Planning
Document accessed via the link below:
https://www.wigan.gov.uk/Docs/PDF/
Resident/Planning-and-Building-Control/
ShopFrontDesignGuide.pdf

• The fascia, stall-riser and pilasters
should not be covered by the grille;
• Runners or shutter guides should be
either removable or integrated into the
pilasters or glazing bars and painted to
match;
• The grille itself should be painted in a
colour appropriate to the rest of the
shop front;
• No part of the grille or its housing
should obscure or damage any
important architectural features present
on the shop front.
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